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Executive Summary
Need for and Purpose of this Strategic Plan
Strategic planning is an essential activity for publically-funded agencies like Grey Roots in order
to ensure that they are continually meeting community need and responding to current and
ever-changing opportunities. Plans should be revised and re-formulated every three to five
years to ensure optimal relevance and focus. Appropriately, then, this is the third Plan for Grey
Roots since its inception in 2004.
In that relatively short time frame a great deal has been accomplished. Community support has
grown for Grey Roots as evidenced by increasing attendance (and particularly paid visitation),
growing memberships, more people being connected through outreach activities, and greater
web site and social media activity. An example of this greater involvement and connection is
evidenced by the formation and incorporation of the Friends of Moreston, a volunteer group that
provides programming in the Village. And the organization has received external recognition for
its efforts – an example of which is the recent (2016) award to Grey Roots for advancement of
knowledge by the Underground Railroad Free Press.
Building upon this momentum, in 2015 it was recognized that the next strategic phase of Grey
Roots needed to incorporate a stronger marketing, outreach and fundraising emphasis, and so
the current plan was commissioned by Council.

Process of Developing the Strategic Plan
Through a competitive bidding process, a team led by TCI Management Consultants of Toronto
was selected to undertake the work. The team consisted of management consultants, museum
architects, fundraisers, and museum marketers. The study process centered around a
‘Strategic Charrette’ day, where the entire consulting team met with Grey Roots staff and key
stakeholders to discuss a range of issues and concerns regarding planning. Prior to the
Charrette session, interviews with key staff, stakeholders and those County Council members
who wished on, were held. A community survey (yielding 95 responses) was also undertaken,
which generated a range of strategic ideas.
Through this Charrette process and subsequent discussions with Museum and County staff,
five strategy action areas directions were identified. These are areas where goals and
specific objectives were to be articulated. Collectively, these five areas represent all of the
spheres of activity within which Grey Roots needs to take action, so as to fulfill its Mission and
accomplish its Vision. These five areas are:
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STRATEGIC GOALS
1. Collections & Research
Goal: To ensure Grey Roots
collects artefacts & archival
material that tell the unique
stories of Grey.
2. Visitor Experience Goal: To
define and prioritize core
audiences in order to develop
new events, programs and
opportunities for enhanced
interpretation to ensure both
increased attendance and
appreciation of Grey Roots.
3. Grey Roots Facilities Goal:
To optimize internal work
space thus allowing staff to
better serve visitors when
developing and delivering
exhibits, programs and events,
all in an accessible, welcoming
and safe facility.
4. Moreston Goal: To ensure
public programming is
sustainable, while exploring
ways to extend the season,
and to prioritize proposed
heritage buildings for future
growth of the village.

5. Communications, Marketing,
Sponsorship & Fundraising
Goal: To ensure awareness of
Grey Roots, to increase
audiences, and to focus on
pursuing sponsorships,
partnerships and fundraising
opportunities.

1. Collections &
Research

2. Visitor
Experience

3. Grey Roots
Facilities

4. Moreston Village

5. Communications,
Marketing, Sponsorship &
Fundraising

The specific recommended actions in each of these five key areas is summarized in the
following chart.

Strategy at a Glance
Mission and Vision
Vision
Grey Roots is the place people
come to understand and reflect
on Grey County’s place in the
world – past, present and
future - and instills a sense of
pride and belonging, thereby
building better communities.

Core Action Areas 

1a) Write Collections Plan (in progress)
1.



2.

Collections & Research
3.12

Exhibits, Programs and Events

1.7


Mission
Grey Roots engages and
educates our communities in
the human and natural history
of Grey County by preserving
and sharing collections, stories
and memories that define our
collective identity and guide our
future.

Specific Strategies

3.

Physical Facilities

3.12


4. Marketing & Audience
Development
1.7

1b) Determine appropriate time period(s) for collection activity
1c) Ensure consistency in collections activities between museum and archives:
2a) For core audiences, identify: 1) Existing programs and services (suggested
improvements) and 2) Potential new service offerings that could meet the needs of these
target markets
2b) Augment overall visitor experience (retail, food, experiential aspects; use of technology)
2c) Develop longer-term events plan
2d) Define / articulate purpose of rentals and events
3a) Ensure that existing programming is sustainable (using volunteers)
3b) Identify any new building projects (if any) that should occur in the Village
3c) Explore opportunities for augmented interpretation; or tiered interpretation (e.g. standard
pricing for audio guide interpretation; premium pricing for personal tour)
3d) Explore ways and means to extend the season
3e) Review internal space utilization in the main building
3f) Ensure AODA (disability) compliance
3g) Develop plan to refresh Grey County Gallery
4a) Instill ‘ambassador philosophy‘ into operations
4b) Establish dedicated marketing and communications position
4c) Identify core audience(s); articulate their needs; develop key marketing messages; and
identify means of communication
4d) Develop marketing plan guiding traditional and social media marketing activities

5. Fundraising, Sponsorships and
Partnerships 1.6

5a) Create fundraising team
5b) Identify capital and operating projects for fundraising

Introduction
Through a competitive bidding process, a multi-disciplinary team was selected in early 2016 to develop a
strategic plan for Grey Roots. The team consisted of the following firms:
-

TCI Management Consultants, specialists in strategic planning for a wide range of cultural
facilities including museums, archives, historic sites, performing arts facilities, etc.
Reich+Petch Architects, experts in museum and exhibit design
Grant Diemert, the original architect of the Grey Roots facility
KCI Forward Thinking, specialists in fundraising strategy; and
The St. Clements Group, who design and implement marketing and promotional strategies for
cultural facilities of all types.

The study process centered around a ‘Strategic Charrette’ day, where the entire consulting team met with
Grey Roots, staff and key stakeholders to discuss a range of issues and concerns regarding planning.
Prior to the Charrette session, interviews with key staff, stakeholders and those County Council members
who wished on, were held. A community survey (yielding 95 responses) was also undertaken, which
generated a range of strategic ideas.
From this input, as well as the general experience of the consultants and their familiarity with museums
elsewhere, this draft Strategic Plan was developed. It addresses all of the fundamental components of a
strategic plan: Vision, Mission, Goals and Objectives; and Strategic Actions. The plan here also
examines key implications of implementing this plan: organization structure; job descriptions; and financial
consequences.

Context
Grey Roots serves as the official museum and archives for Grey County. It has an operating budget of just over $2
million annually, and employs 13 full-time, and 3 part-time, employees as shown below:
Full-Time
• Museum Manager
• Assistant to the
Manager
• Facilities Supervisor
• Facilities Assistant
• Archivist
• Archival Assistant
• Collections Manager
• Registrar
• Community Relations
Coordinator

Part-Time

• Gift Shop and Visitor
Services (1@.6 FTE)
• Visitor Services (2 @ .4 TFE)

• Heritage Interpretation
Supervisor
• Heritage Interpreter (2)
• Volunteer Coordinator
13 FTE positions
1.4 FTE positions
14.4 FTE positions total
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Attendance is quite high for a County museum, and the trend of utilization has been growing steadily on
average over the last several years.

Grey Roots Total Attendance 'Through the Door',
2011 - 2015
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The percentage of total attendance that is ‘paid’ has been rising over the period as well:

Grey Roots, Percentage of Paid Attendance,
2011 - 2015
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Outreach attendance, which is where Grey Roots has a major presence outside the facility itself by
participating in external events (either by putting on the event - such as activities organized for County
retirement homes, or by being a major sponsor of an event) has been growing significantly over this
period:

Grey Roots Outreach Attendance, 2011 - 2015
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The growth in the membership base of the Museum has similarly been very impressive over the 2011 –
2015 period:
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Grey Roots Membership Growth, 2011 - 2015
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The on-line presence of Grey Roots has similarly grown significantly over the last several years (a 19%
increase in the last year alone).

Web Site Hits, 2011 2015
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In addition to website hits, there is a very impressive social media following: 4,700 FaceBook followers
(which is growing steadily) and 1,500 Twitter followers (similarly growing). There are also regular posts to
Instagram, Pinterest and YouTube. Greyroots.com had 190,485 page views in 2015.
Given the above, in 2015, ‘total contacts’ made by Grey Roots approximated a quarter of a million:
- Total Through the Door: 44,474
- Outreach: 10,113
- Website Visits: 190,485
Total Contacts in 2015 = 245,072
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Vision, Mission and Guiding Principles
Context and Rationale: The charrette process and interviews revealed that while the current Vision and
Mission for Grey Roots were satisfactory, they did not uniquely position the organization as compared to
other community or County museums. The feeling was that the organization should:
1. Embrace more of a storytelling orientation, and tell those unique stories of Grey County that instill
pride in, and understanding of, the community.
2. There was also a theme through the Community Survey that suggested that Grey Roots should be
interpreting not only all time periods of the past (including the natural history of the area and precontact) but also the present and into the future.
3. Finally, there was a theme suggested through some of the interviews (and that the consultants
have seen elsewhere), suggesting that the museum can have an economic development function
as well, through explaining the current and present economic structure of the area and its
relevance to current economic development initiatives. Accordingly, slightly more focused Vision
and Mission Statements are recommended.

Current Vision
Grey Roots will become the recognized leader in preserving, promoting and celebrating the
cultural and heritage traditions of Grey County.
Future Vision (What we aspire to)
Grey Roots is the place people come to understand and reflect on their place in the world –
past, present and future - and instills a sense of pride and belonging, thereby building better
communities.
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Current Mission
Grey Roots celebrates the County's past, present and future through its collections, heritage
village, innovative and engaging exhibits, events and programs, bringing the history and
ambitions of our people to all generations and visitors.
Mission (How we will achieve our Vision)
Grey Roots engages and educates our communities in the human and natural history of Grey
County by preserving and sharing collections, stories and memories that define our collective
identity and guide our future.

Values (How we work)
We share the County of Grey values of: Leadership, Teamwork, Communication, Respect and Fiscal
Responsibility. (These five values are central to Grey County’s overall corporate Strategic Plan.)
Our guiding principles are:
Authenticity in interpretation, exhibits, and restorations;
Professional Integrity in research and content;
Life Long Learning for our visitors and staff;
Environmental sustainability including best practices in building & artefact preservation;
Quality exhibits, programs and service excellence with emphasis on inclusivity.

Strategic Directions
Context and Rationale: Through the Charrette process and subsequent discussions with Museums and

County staff, five strategy action areas directions were identified. These are areas where goals and
specific objectives were to be articulated. Collectively, these five areas represent all of the spheres of
activity within which Grey Roots needs to take action, so as to fulfill its Mission and accomplish its Vision.
These five areas are:
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STRATEGIC GOALS
1. Collections & Research Goal: To ensure
Grey Roots collects artefacts & archival
material that tell the unique stories of
Grey.
2. Visitor Experience Goal: To define and
prioritize core audiences in order to
develop new events, programs and
opportunities for enhanced interpretation
to ensure both increased attendance and
appreciation of Grey Roots.
3. Grey Roots Facilities Goal: To optimize
internal work space thus allowing staff to
better serve visitors when developing and
delivering exhibits, programs and events,
all in an accessible, welcoming and safe
facility.
4. Moreston Goal: To ensure public
programming is sustainable, while
exploring ways to extend the season, and
to prioritize proposed heritage buildings
for future growth of the village.

1. Collections &
Research

2. Visitor
Experience

3. Grey
Roots
Facilities

4. Moreston
Village
5. Communications,
Marketing,
Sponsorship &
Fundraising

5. Communications, Marketing,
Sponsorship & Fundraising Goal: To
ensure awareness of Grey Roots, to
increase audiences, and to focus on
pursuing sponsorships, partnerships and
fundraising opportunities.

The specific recommended actions for each of these five key areas is presented in turn in the next few pages.

Action Area #1: Collections and Research
Three related strategic actions are proposed in this area:
1a) Finish update of Collections Plan (in progress): The Collections Plan for Grey Roots is in the
process of being revised to ensure that future collections activity will be focused upon those areas that
best fulfill the Mission and Vision statements, i.e. that help tell unique and relevant stories of Grey
County (as well as stories throughout the County). Potential Objective: Complete Collections Plan
by the end of the calendar year 2017.
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1b) Determine appropriate time period(s) for collection activity: The community survey in particular
showed that the community wants all time periods interpreted (i.e. natural history before humans; precontact First Nations; post-contact and the settlement period; industrialization; modern history and
transportation; and even contemporary society and some notion of preparation for the future). Specific
time periods (possibly those stated here) should be identified and the Collections Plan reflect these.
Potential Objective: [as above] Have complete by 2017 and implement in 2018 and beyond.
1c) Ensure consistency in collections activities between museum and archives: The Collections
Plan should be integrated with the Museum and the Archives, and the collections activity synchronized
between the two. Potential Objective: [as above] Complete Collections Plan by the end of the
calendar year 2017.
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Action Area #2: Visitor Experience
2a) For core audiences identify: 1) Existing programs and services, and any improvements
needed; and 2) Potential new service offerings that could meet the needs of these target
markets:
Most staff and stakeholders agreed that there was a need to review all programs and services within a
‘market alignment’ context: to identify the key markets served by Grey Roots at present; and to target
future markets that were not currently being reached by the facility. A ‘market matrix’ framework should
be used for this assessment, taking the following form (note that the various target markets identified
are not necessarily discrete; they may overlap with one another). Part of this assessment as well
should examine whether there are too many activities and events oriented towards any one of these
target markets, at the expense of having programming oriented towards possibly one of the underserved markets.
Target Market
RESIDENTS: (locals)
1. Owen Sound and vicinity

2. Municipalities outside OS &
vicinity

3. Families – visiting on their own

4. Young Adults

5. Adults with Teen-Age
Children
6. Adult Education Market

7. Seniors in Care Facilities:
County and others
8. Families with Guests –
showing friends and relatives the
best of Grey County (VFR market
- visiting friends and relatives)
9. School Groups

Existing Programs and Services
- undertake periodic visitor evaluations to
determine ways and means to improve
services
- continue to ensure that programs and services
are relevant to all residents of the County;
partner with other local museums and cultural
organizations in outlying municipalities to help
tell their stories and bring them to Grey Roots
- special events that are particularly interesting
to kids (e.g. dinosaurs) and expose families to
Grey Roots should continue as both a learning
experience as well as a means to build
audience – always connect the event to local
history and culture
- some current programs with non-traditional
themes and compelling story-lines are of
interest to this market (e.g. ‘Saints and
Sinners’)
- as above
- limited activity at present

- not much being done now
- AODA review (see Recommendation 3f) will
be particularly relevant in this regard to ensure
accessibility
- continue to promote to VFR market and
develop specific services for their needs

- continue to offer and evaluate programs that
connect with the curriculum
- continue to track changes in the school
curriculum and ensure that Grey Roots
curriculum guide is up to date

New Programs and Services
- look to visitor evaluations for ideas and suggestions
regarding new topics (stories), programs and services
that would be relevant to the Owen Sound and
immediate area audience
- more outreach activities including partnerships with other
museums; displays in public buildings; booths at local
fairs and events in these communities; etc.
- new displays and events should continually be planned to
continue to draw in this market year after year (see
recommendation regarding long term events plan)

- more such programs and events that appeal to this age
segment and that are authentic to the history of the
County should be explored
- as above
- explore potential for using Grey Roots as a venue for
adult courses in crafts (e.g. quilting), arts instruction,
photography, etc.
- Haliburton School for the Arts could be potential model
- bring presentations with objects that can be handled to
senior’s facilities
- tailor presentations to areas in County where residents
lived, grew up
- consider the development of a ‘special VFR tour’ where
the best of what the County has to be offered in terms of
history and culture can be showcased to visitors
- consider packages with other local suppliers (restaurants,
hotels) to make a ‘Grey County experience’ that could be
sold to this market
- explore greater potential for connection to STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) components
of curriculum
- consider provincial priorities regarding the importance of
bookending the school experience: the early learning
years and the later high school experience (Gr 11,12)
- consider ways of providing greater outreach to schools in
further reaches of the County
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Existing Programs and Services

10. Grey Roots KidsCamp

- these are very successful; continue to offer and
promote

11. Corporate Rentals and
Other Events

- continue to promote the uniqueness and
availability of Grey Roots to this market

NON-LOCALS (from away)
12. Visitors to Grey County
13. Convenience Drive by
Market (seeking tourist
information; washroom break;
food service)

- continue to develop and promote the ‘must see’
aspects of Grey County: unique stories, exhibits
and experiences that cannot be seen elsewhere
- limited active outreach to this group to entice
them to see the rest of the facility, or come back
at some future time

New Programs and Services (see recommendation below)

- explore potential to expand this market within capacity
constraints of the facility
- explore potential for specialty camp periods or activities
focused around heritage culture activities (pottery,
quilting, music)
- develop menus of opportunities available (tours,
programs, etc.) to ensure wider awareness of what
Grey Roots has to offer
- as above
- keep tourist information function
- explore strategies to turn ‘convenience users’ into
visitors – either that day or in future

This framework should be used by staff to identify a) existing programs and services offered, particularly
where there is a potential to improve overall service offerings; and b) potential new services that could
be provided. The notations in the matrix above provide a starting point for this assessment (based upon
interview comments, some survey responses, and the consultant’s own observations).
Potential Objective: Have this market matrix identification of existing and potential future
programs and services in place by end 2016. Implement improvements identified throughout
balance of 2016 and beyond. By 2017 and beyond, have new services and activities in place to
meet the needs of the markets identified (aim to have 1-2 new programs or services in place – on
a pilot basis – per year). Evaluate effectiveness of these in terms of participant satisfaction,
audience development, and delivery cost per participant.
2b) Augment overall visitor experience (retail, food service, experiential aspects; use of
technology): A major theme identified throughout the interviews as well as being reflected in the
community survey was the idea of ‘augmenting the visitor experience’ in a variety of dimensions. There
were five areas discussed in this regard:
1. The opportunity to revitalize the lobby experience and create greater impact upon arrival at Grey
Roots (especially for first-time visitors) – as discussed in Recommendation 3e;
2. To expand the range and variety of museum shop merchandise available, with a greater
emphasis upon locally-produced arts and crafts;
3. To refresh the food experience by offering a wider range of choices as well as (if possible)
healthier and fresher food items;
4. Greater use of interactive and smart technologies: use of interactive and smart-phone type
technologies to make exhibits more engaging and appealing – this should be key element of Grey
County gallery refreshment plan; as well, this initiative could present potential sponsorship
opportunities (see Recommendation 5b); and
5. More demonstration and experiential elements to tours and activities: it was felt that there
could be a greater number of opportunities to ‘learn by doing’ throughout exhibits, activities and
tours offered by Grey Roots, and that this could become an integral philosophy of the institution.
Potential Objective: Several objectives are suggested: (1) The review of exhibits in
Recommendation 3g should incorporate the use of interactive and smart technologies where
appropriate, as well as look to opportunities for more participatory and hands-on involvement.
(2) The review of internal space utilization (Recommendation 3e) will examine the use of the
lobby area; (3) a meeting between staff and the food service consultant of the team preparing
this plan should take place to discuss ways and means of augmenting the food experience
prior to 2017 tourist season; (4) Staff and volunteers should actively seek out more local crafts
suppliers to expand the range and variety of items available in the museum shop.
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2c) Develop longer-term events plan: At several points during the Charrette session the idea of having
a long-term exhibits and events plan (covering a 2-3 year period into the future) was seen to be a very
useful strategic tool for the Museum. The benefits of this approach to planning are many-fold: it enables
events to be planned sequentially where they can build upon one another and develop momentum over
a multiple year basis; it enables event and activity planning at the museums to be done in concert with
other cultural venues and events in the County; and it provides longer lead time for fundraising and
sponsorship activities. Potential Objective: A target for developing a three-year longer-term plan
sometime in 2017 should be adopted.
2d) Define / articulate purpose of rentals and events: At present, revenues generated from rentals to
third party organizations and events is relatively small in the context of total revenues generated. While
there is some potential to increase monies from this source, and thus contribute to the on-going
operating costs of Grey Roots, it should be clear that the primary purpose of this set of activities is not
to generate revenues. Rather, strategically, the purpose of rentals and events should be seen to be to
expose new audiences and publics to the resources at Grey Roots, and thus help develop and build
future audiences. This has several implications: one is that additional efforts should be made promote
the use of Grey Roots to these potential new audiences, in order to increase attendance, and second,
that price points should be kept reasonable and affordable in order to encourage use by new and
different groups. Additionally, when groups come to Grey Roots(especially those that are renting the
facility for a corporate event or for their own purpose) every effort should be made to expose them to its
full historical and cultural resources, even if only briefly, through presentations, tours, etc. (as they may
fit in with the occasion and the programme of the event itself). Finally, judicious use should be made of
free passes, discount coupons, etc. to encourage repeat visitation from these new markets. Potential
Objective: Revise the rentals and events policy to reflect this orientation by the end of 2016.
Target increased rental and event activity in terms of both numbers of users and revenues by
2017 and beyond.
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Action Area #3: Physical Facilities
For the Village
3a) Ensure that existing programming is sustainable (using volunteers): Existing programming in the
Village is almost totally dependent upon the availability and efforts of volunteers. Several interviewees
mentioned that volunteer involvement may be a diminishing resource and that this could put current and
future programming in jeopardy. Management should undertake a review of volunteer resources now,
and in the near future, to determine the extent to which this is an issue, as well as determine ways and
means of securing future volunteer involvement. This could involve greater recognition and appreciation
efforts; development of succession plans with current volunteers (i.e. older volunteers mentoring
younger volunteers on specific equipment and in certain areas); more aggressive efforts at advertising
volunteer opportunities and recruitment; etc. Potential Objective: Undertake volunteer assessment
and development plan some time in calendar 2017.
3b) Identify any new building projects (if any) that should occur in the Village: New buildings in the
Village can act as a tremendous catalyst for volunteer energies and bring in new volunteers. At the
same time, they can consume significant staff energies and time, which can be distracting to the other
priorities of operating the museums and archives. On balance, an on-going mission of adding to the
Village slowly over time would appear to be an appropriate and reasonable objective from the
perspective of on-going product development (will interest the market and help with audience
development), and will retain the interest and involvement of at least some volunteers. The single
project that appeared to be most desirable (according to the Community Survey) was the General Store,
so this should be the next new building to be developed. However, due to many other more immediate
priorities, this project should not be actively pursued until later on in the planning period. Potential
Objective: Plan for one new addition to the Village [likely the General Store] by 2020.
3c) Explore opportunities for augmented interpretation; or tiered interpretation (e.g. standard
pricing for audio guide interpretation; premium pricing for personal tour): The interview process
revealed some interest on the part of staff and volunteers in exploring new ways of offering
interpretation such as a standardized audio guide (possible included in the price of admission) and a
personally-guided tour (possibly for an additional premium price). This is a pricing model implemented
by many other museums and historic sites leading to an improved tour experience; more interesting and
varied opportunities for engagement by volunteers; and enhanced revenue opportunities. Potential
Objective: Have a menu of interpretation opportunities in place in the Village by 2018. Develop
one new tour every two years thereafter.
3d) Explore ways and means to extend the season: The interviews revealed some interest in
extending the effective operating season into the shoulder seasons, particularly with respect to the Fall
season and the growing fall tour market. This is probably best done through offering specific and
tailored tours of the Village to tour operators at that time of year. Differential pricing as an incentive to
capture this market potential should also be explored. Potential Objective: Explore potential for this
expanded seasonal market in 2017 and on.

For Main Building
3e) Review internal space utilization in the main building: In the opinion of the consultants, and
verified by most of the interviews, the amount of internal space available for museum and archive
activities appears to be adequate, and reasonably well utilized. Exceptions would be the theatre (with its
raked seating it is a space that really can only be used for a single purpose), the food service area, and
storage space. There is some feeling as well that the lobby space could be more effectively utilized
(there were a number of suggestions in the community survey to this effect). A space utilization plan
should be developed that examines ways and means of optimizing the areas within the main building.
Potential Objective: Have a specific space utilization study done by the end of 2018 to build on
the ideas put forward by CCI in 2014.
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3f) Ensure AODA compliance: The review of internal space utilization in the main building should also
assess the building with respect to the requirements of the Access for Ontarians with Disabilities Act
(AODA). This review should also extend to the Village with a view to making that area as accessible as
is reasonably possible. Potential Objective: This should be part of the aforementioned space
utilization study, to be complete by the end of 2016.
3g) Develop plan to refresh Grey County Gallery: The ‘permanent’ gallery has remained static with
few changes these past 12 years. The opportunity exists to update the exhibits to tell new stories that
are optimally aligned with this strategy (and the collections plan developed). This was heard frequently
in the interviews, and occasionally in the community survey. It also was noted by the consultants. The
refurbishment of the Grey County gallery exhibits in potentially a long-term project that could unfold over
several years. It also represents opportunities for sponsorship and fundraising (see Recommendation
5b). This initiative should take place after the overall review of space utilization in the building proper.
Potential Objective: Have a refurbishment plan in place by the end of 2017 with the actual
redevelopment of the galleries taking place over 2018 and 2019.
Action Area #4: Marketing and Audience Development
4a) Instill ‘ambassador philosophy‘ into operations: A fundamental approach informing all
interactions with visitors and the community on the part of Grey Roots staff – not just those on the front
lines greeting and interacting with the public, but everybody – is an ‘ambassador philosophy’. That is,
staff should all be aware that every interaction with a visitor creates an impression and the sum of those
impressions is the aggregate take-away feeling they have about the attraction (and also that one
negative experience can erode all the good that all preceding positive interactions have had). The idea
that all staff are ambassadors all the time for Grey Roots can be a very positive aspect of customer
relations, and should be reinforced through the day to day examples set by management as well as
through training and performance evaluation. Potential Objective: Begin promotion of this
philosophy immediately (in 2016) and embed it into policies and procedures throughout the
period of this plan until it is entrenched in the culture of the operation. The Manager should
have the overall responsibility for seeing that this approach is promulgated throughout the
organization, with the on-going support and assistance of the marketing position (see next
recommendation).
4b) Establish dedicated marketing position: The review has established the need for a dedicated
marketing and communications position, in order to implement many of the recommendations contained
herein (particularly those related to identifying core audiences, and developing a marketing plan to
communicate more effectively with those core audiences). A more detailed job description for this
position is contained within the next section of this strategy (‘Implications’). Also, a subsequent
organization review will likely be required, in order to ensure the effective placement of this position
within the organization overall (as well as accommodating other organizational re-alignments that may be
required by the implementation of this plan, such as a fundraising function). Potential Objective: Have
a dedicated position in place and functioning by the end of 2016 or early 2017.
4c) Identify core audience(s); articulate their needs; develop key marketing messages; and
identify means of communication: Several interviewees identified the need for Grey Roots to have a
more focused marketing approach, starting with the identification of core audiences and the rationale to
serve them as the foundation for a marketing plan for the institution. This approach would then go on to
identify the needs of these markets and the ways in which Grey Roots could effectively communicate
with them. Clearly this analysis would be closely related to the target markets identified earlier (when
assessing the effectiveness of existing products and services, and the potential for new services) and
may in fact follow the same market identification. The suggested framework for this analysis is shown
below, as well as several illustrative examples (following the target market identification outlined earlier).
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Market Segment 1

Market Segment 2

Market Segment 3

(e.g. Family Market)

(e.g. Adult Education Market)

(e.g. Corporate Market)

- families are a core constituency
throughout Grey County

- adult education is a growing
market with retirees
interested in learning new
skills and keeping active

- opportunity to introduce Grey
Roots to new audiences


Rationale for
Grey Roots to
Serve this Market


Needs of the
Market Segment


Ways in Which
Grey Roots Can
Serve Market

- children in families are a key
potential future audience

- certain types of skills in
crafts (e.g. quilting), arts,
etc. fit in well with Grey
Roots’ mandate
- social experiences and memorybuilding occasions for the
entire family

- provision of fun and engaging
and memorable family
experiences



- learn about your home here in
the County, and how you are
connected to its history

- Grey Roots is a unique and
very interesting venue

- state-of-the-art presentation
and meeting facilities
- easy access and parking

- families want to understand the
history of the place they live in
for themselves as well as their
children



Key Marketing
Messages

- meaningful opportunities to
learn in a social context

- some revenue generation
potential

- food service potential
- venue away from distractions
of a downtown location
(potentially unique selling
point)
- provision of courses and
educational activities
(possibly through
arrangements with skilled
local instructors)

- present itself to the corporate
events market as a viable option
with unique attributes

- learn new skills and crafts
that connect to the social
and cultural history of the
County

- unique venue

- lower cost option than certain
other facilities

- lower cost
- free from distractions
- availability

Media to Reach
Market Segment

- local print and broadcast media
- encourage word-of-mouth
promotion
- possible social media (for
younger families)

- through arts, crafts,
historical organizations
- encourage word-of-mouth
promotion
- on-line promotion

- local event planners and
economic development
agencies
- through business
organizations (e.g. Chamber of
Commerce, BIA)
- on-line information

This is a necessary first step in the development of a marketing strategy, and will likely require external
expertise in its implementation. Potential Objective: Undertake this analysis by the end of 2016 or
in early 2017.
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4d) Develop marketing plan guiding traditional and social media marketing activities: With the
development of the marketing framework (previous recommendation) the next task will be to develop the
specific strategic marketing plan itself. This might also be undertaken using professional external
expertise, although staff will be intimately involved in its creation (having been centrally involved as well
in the development of the marketing framework). The marketing plan, which should be reviewed
annually, should articulate:
• specific objectives for each target market segment
• types of marketing, promotional and public relations activities involved for each
• ways in which special events and exhibits (as determined by the long-term events strategy – see
Recommendation 2c) should be promoted to target markets
• media to be utilized
• marketing budget
• monitoring and measurement activities
Potential Objective: Three potential marketing objectives are suggested.
(1) Have a plan in place that follows these guidelines by 2017.
(2) Measure awareness levels of Grey Roots before and after the plan are implemented and show
demonstrable improvement (by several percentage points) in levels of awareness and interest.
(3) Increase attendance over 5 years to the 50,000+ level.
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Action Area #5: Fundraising, Partnerships and Sponsorships
5a) Create sponsorship/fundraising team: There were a variety of opportunities for fundraising and
sponsorship identified throughout the interview process (see Recommendation 5b). The most
effective means to do this is to have a two-part structure in place where: a) there is responsibility for
fundraising, sponsorship and partnership creation (often simply called ‘development’) on the staff side,
and b) this is complemented by a strong volunteer team that works with the development staff person
on fundraising activities. This volunteer team should be comprised of respected individuals in the
community with a deep passion for Grey Roots and the work that it does, and who have good
connections into the business and political spheres in the County. Often, they are individuals who
themselves are committed to sponsoring projects or arranging sponsorships and thus have the
credibility of ‘putting their money where their mouth is’. A team of 3 to 5 such individuals, led by a
strong and respected spokesperson, is ideal. The development staff person would work closely with
this team in identifying projects that have fundraising or partnership potential, and supporting them in
a variety of ways when they are making the case for support. The recommendation here is for Grey
Roots to create such a team, through the efforts of Museum staff, County staff and elected
representatives, key volunteers, etc. (There is no one guaranteed recipe for creating an effective
fundraising team in a community – it is as much an art as a science and very much depends upon the
vision and passion of local community leaders and philanthropists). Potential Objective: Explore
the community appetite for the creation of a fundraising team in the balance of 2016, with an
objective of assembling and launching such a group in 2017. As well, by this time, have a
fundraising / sponsorship development resource in place to support the team.
5b) Identify capital and operating projects for fundraising: While there is not a need seen at this point
for a major capital campaign for physical expansion, there have been a number of specific projects
identified in terms of refreshment and refurbishment of the overall facility. These include of the interior
space of the main building, including the lobby area; refreshment of exhibits; and new building(s) in the
Village (over time). In addition, there will be opportunities for sponsorship of exhibitions, activities and
events that will be possible (and which will be greatly facilitated by having a long-term events plan in
place – see Recommendation 2b). In addition, there may be opportunities for operating partnerships of
various types – for example, the suggestion of having a shuttle bus running to Grey Roots from
downtown Owen Sound at peak times and for key events was mentioned several times during the
interviews (recognizing the difficulty of access for some people as there is no public transit serving the
site): this could represent a prime high-visibility sponsorship opportunity for a local business. Another
possibility: in other museums, the admission costs for certain periods of time are covered by local
organizations and businesses (“this free weekend at Grey Roots brought to you by xxx…”). In the
longer-term, still another possibility that should be explored (after some initial success with fundraising
and sponsorships) is the matter of creating an endowment fund that could generate an income stream
for programming purposes, as is seen in various other museums and cultural agencies. This longerterm giving campaign is something that could happen over the next decade, as the baby-boomer
generation retires and ages, targeting wealthier individuals in this cohort who are thinking about what
their legacy to their community will be. Potential Objective: Grey Roots (through its development
staff as discussed above) should develop a list of potential sponsorship and fundraising
possibilities in this regard for discussion with the newly-formed fundraising team. This should
happen in 2017.
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Implications of Strategic Plan Directions
Human Resources
There are three aspects of Human Resources that are implied by the strategy outlined in the previous
section of this Report. These are: 1) New responsibilities (and possibly positions) that are implied by the
recommendations developed; 2) The impact on the organization structure of the institution and its
reporting relationships back to the County; and 3) Succession planning in the organization to ensure that
the strategy can continue to be delivered even if there are personnel changes that occur. Each of these
areas is discussed in turn.
New Responsibilities and Job Descriptions
There are two key responsibility areas that need to be resourced in order for this plan to be achievable.
These are: 1) Communications, and 2) Fundraising (or ‘development’). The key responsibilities for each
of these positions is further described in the chart below, as well as the organizational implications of
resourcing these positions.
Marketing and Communications

Development

Key
Responsibilities

• coordination of the ‘identification of core
audiences’ outline according to the format
and structure described in Recommendation
2a
• preparation of the ‘market matrix’
(Recommendation 4a) as the foundational
work for the annual marketing plan
• development of the annual marketing plan
according to the structure outlined in
Recommendation 4b
• input into the marketing and communications
aspects of the multi-year exhibitions and
events plan (Recommendation 2c)

• assistance with the development of the Fundraising Team
(Recommendation 5a)
• development of an overall fundraising strategy, including:
- identification of specific projects and activities for
fundraising (Recommendation 5b)
- preparation of materials and resources to support
fundraising efforts
- work with the Fundraising Team as required to pursue
specific fundraising goals and targets
• a key job responsibility would be the development of
partnerships for Grey Roots: while many of these would be
funding and sponsorship partnerships, there may also be
marketing partnerships as well as ‘content’ partnerships
where the organization or enterprise helps Grey Roots tell a
particular relevant story of Grey County

Position within the
Organization

• could be a key function in a revised job
description for the ‘Community Relations
Coordinator’ position
• this position would report directly to the
Museum Manager, but have a key ‘horizontal’
communications relationship with the
communications staff at the County

• ultimately this would be a separate position reporting to the
Museum Manager, as fundraising activities could become
very absorbing and consume most or all of a FTE
• in the interim, however, this could be a part-time position,
reporting to the Community Coordinator
• regardless of the organization structure, there will
necessarily need to be close communications and a strong
relationship between the ‘Marketing and Communications’
and ‘Development’ functions

Additional Support
for the Position

• in the medium to longer term, the feasibility of
establishing a ‘Marketing Advisory
Committee’ could be investigated
• this could contain individuals from across the
County who would advise the Community
Relations Coordinator position on marketing
initiatives and activities
• they would meet periodically (e.g. 4x per year)
as a sounding board for the Community
Relations Coordinator, as well as possibly
acting as community ambassadors for Grey
Roots

• the Fundraising Team referenced above will clearly be a key
resource for the Development position as well as a
fundamental tool for the success of any fundraising efforts

In terms of the funding for these two key positions, the marketing and communications function would be
resourced through the already-existing Community Relations Coordinator. The ‘payoff’, so to speak, for
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this function would lie in increased awareness of Grey Roots as well as additional attendance (as
measured by the targets suggested related to Recommendation 4b).
Regarding the Development position, this would initially require new funding, or a re-allocation of the
existing envelope of resources used by Grey Roots. However, an expectation of this position (after the
initial year or so, when a Fundraising Team is in place as a key resource) that the monies raised through
development efforts would become several multiples of the salary paid for the position. (In fact, this would
likely be embodied as a key job performance target of the position.) Thus there would be a positive return
on investment to Grey Roots and the County overall from this position.

Review of Organization Structure and Succession Planning
Several of the recommendations mentioned regarding new and augmented positions that will be essential
to the achievement of this strategic plan imply the need for a review of the overall organizational structure
of Grey Roots. This will ensure that these key positions are optimally located within the organization for
maximum efficiency and effectiveness. At the same time, issues related to longer-term succession
planning should be addressed as well, to end sure the orderly growth development and evolution of the
institution over time. These issues can be complex, and should be the focus of a separate assessment.

Communications
As the foregoing plan has demonstrated, communications is a critical area to the success of Grey Roots.
For any municipal or County-led museum, it is important that from a public perspective they are seen at
some level to be independent and objective entities (and thus separate from the County) yet at the same
time part of the municipality and thus a key element in the delivery of positive goods and services from
that entity. This is often a delicate balance – on the one hand the museum needs to be seen to be
separate so it can be objective and dispassionate about telling the honest and true stories of the County,
yet on the other it needs to be seen to be one of the good things that the County provides to increase the
quality of life for all. Another reason to be seen as ‘separate’ is that it aids fundraising when the Museum
is not seen to be just another municipal department that is resourced through tax dollars.
Accordingly, in our view, the Museum needs its own marketing and communications ‘voice’ which implies
an on-site presence (especially as the marketing coordinator function the way it is envisaged here also
retains the community relations function). However, this should clearly be strongly linked to and
coordinated with the County marketing and communications efforts in order to take advantage of
economies of scale, efficiencies and synergies between the two marketing functions. At the end of the day,
though, marketing a museum (which is much more about increasing awareness and interest and
ultimately enticing attendance – i.e. ‘selling’) is fundamentally different from a County-level
communications function (which is more about providing information in an efficient and effective format,
and not so much about ‘selling’). So it does need to be a separate function, housed at Grey Roots, but as
stated, strongly coordinated with the County’s communications efforts.

Volunteer Relations
At present, volunteer relations reside with the ‘Heritage Interpretation’ supervisor position, which under
the ‘New Structure’ scenario envisaged above would become ‘Exhibits, Programs and Events’. This
remains appropriate, as volunteers are critical to the delivery of many of the programs and events taking
place at Grey Roots.
For most municipal or County museums, volunteers are a significant resource. This is not just because
they help deliver programs and services which staff cannot do all by themselves, but also because they
are a critical measure of the relevance and engagement of the museum. Indeed, many museums regard
the provision of meaningful volunteer opportunities to the public to be part of their responsibility as social
institutions and a critical part of their mandate.
The on-going (and even expanded) use of volunteers is a critical requirement for this strategic plan to
succeed. Many of the programs and services envisaged as part of the purview of Exhibits. Programs and
Events will depend upon volunteers for their development and delivery. Accordingly the development,
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training and appropriate recognition of volunteers will be a key requirement for this plan to be successful –
especially in the Village.
The interviews and surveys demonstrated that volunteers are well regarded and by and large enjoy their
involvement with Grey Roots. However, the increased activities in events and activities, and the more
strategic approach being taken (such as the longer-term events plan in Recommendation 2c) will require
on-going and even additional effort in this area. Volunteer coordination will imply even more active efforts
in future regarding recruitment (some museums and cultural organizations advertise in local media for
volunteers, for example); training (most organizations have position descriptions for volunteers); and
recognition. The provision of volunteer opportunities for a younger demographic can provide them with
community service hours and/or job-relevant experience.
All of these considerations in terms of the changing nature of the volunteer, as well as the changing
nature of volunteer opportunities, will need to be addressed by the Volunteer Coordinator – which will
likely require additional training and learning being required on the part of that individual.

Technology
A final key resource will be technology. Increasingly, museums are being expected to not merely keep up
with the pace of technological change and incorporate new possibilities into exhibits and programming,
but rather be the places where innovation is demonstrated and new applications demonstrated. This has
implications at all levels throughout the organization.
There are three aspects to operations where technology needs to be particularly considered in the
museum environment. These are:
1. Exhibits: The use of technology in exhibits opens up a world of possibilities, but is expensive in
terms of the initial cost of identification and installation, and the on-going costs of maintenance.
(There is almost nothing more frustrating to a museum-goer than an ‘out of order’ sign.)
Technology in exhibits needs to be swapped out every few years so the exhibit does not get staledated. Typically museums, especially municipal and county museums, do not have the resources
to showcase a lot of technology. This is where fundraising and sponsorship development can
shine. An innovative and informing exhibit using technology, with a prominent sign showing that it
was ‘donated by x’ or ‘generously sponsored by y’, can not only enhance the museum-goer’s
experience, but also procure a lot of good will towards the donor or sponsor. This clearly has
implications in terms of the challenges facing fundraising and sponsorship development, and
shows why this is an important consideration.
2. Social Media Marketing: While not strictly technology at least not in the hardware sense, social
media technologies are clearly a very important resource for museums at present and will become
increasingly so in future. The applications include not just how exhibits and programs are
conveyed to users using their own devices, but also the kinds of outreach and marketing activities
that occur. These technologies are less obvious than the more traditional ‘exhibit technology’ and
thus more difficult to fundraise for or solicit sponsorships for. While separate funders and
sponsors may be found for these types of applications (including Grey Roots itself developing its
own ‘app’) it is more likely that the County itself will need to contribute additional funding to meet
some of these possibilities.

3. Operational technology: The third type of technology is ‘behind the scenes’ and simply relates to
the fact the Grey Roots employees have the tools, equipment and training to do their jobs well.
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This third category includes computers and software, printers, communications equipment, etc.
Clearly if this is not the case, their ability to do their jobs well is compromised, and the strategic
plan’s goals and objectives may suffer. Typically this type of technology is generally not
‘sponsorable’ (as it is out of sight) but is critical. The County will need to play the majority role
here, ensuring that Museum staff have the tools and training they need to do their jobs.
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Timing of Recommendations
Recommendation
Research & Collections:
1a) Write Collections Plan
1b) Determine time period(s) for collection activity
1c) Ensure consistency in collections activities between museum and archives
Grey Roots Facility:
2d) Define / articulate purpose of rentals
3e) Review internal space utilization in the main building
3f) Ensure AODA compliance (accessibility act)
3g) Develop plan to refresh Grey County Gallery

2016
initiate
initiate

complete
complete
complete

Implement
Implement
implement

initiate

complete
initiate
initiate
complete

complete
complete
refresh

initiate

Visitor Experience:
2a) Define & priorize core audiences; develop new events & programs
2b) Improve overall visitor experience: retail; food service; hands-on; technology

Communications, Marketing, & Sponsorship/Fundraising:
4a) Instill ‘ambassador philosophy‘ into operations
4b) Establish dedicated marketing and communication position
4c) Identify core audiences; articulate their needs; develop key marketing
messages; & identify means of communication
4d) Develop marketing plan guiding traditional & social media marketing
activities
5a) Create sponsorship fundraising team
5b) Identify capital and operating projects for fundraising

2020

Implement
refresh

refresh

initiate
Have 1-2 new programs in place each year
on-going starting in 2016
initiate
complete
initiate
Have 1-2 new interp offerings each year

2c) Develop longer-term events plan
3c) Explore opportunities for augmented/tiered interpretation
Moreston:
3a) Ensure that existing programming is sustainable (volunteers)
3b) Priorize proposed heritage buildings for construction
3d) Explore ways and means to extend the season

Implementation Timeframe
2017
2018
2019

initiate

initiate
complete

initiate
complete
initiate

fundraise
initiate

monitor
fundraise
implement

ongoing

complete
initiate

complete

initiate
initiate

complete
complete

fundraise

construct

Appendix A: Summary of Community Survey Results
No. of Responses: 95
Gender: 24% male; 76% female
Age Range of Respondents:
Age Range
19 or under
20 – 29
30 – 39
40 – 49
50 – 59
60 – 69
70 - 79
80 - 89
90 or over
Total

% of Responses
0.0%
14.7%
25.3%
14.7%
19.0%
21.1%
4.2%
1.1%
0.0%
100.0%

Residence in Grey County:
Residence Situation
Permanent Residence in Grey County
Seasonal Residence in Grey County
Both a permanent and seasonal
residence in Grey County
Do not live in Grey County

% of Responses
80.0%
4.2%
2.1%
13.7%

Location within Grey County (for residents):
Municipality
% of Responses*
City of Owen Sound
65.0%
Municipality of Meaford
6.3%
Township of Southgate
1.3%
Township of Chatsworth
6.3%
Municipality of Grey Highlands
2.5%
Town of the Blue Mountains
1.2%
Municipality of West Grey
3.8%
Township of Georgian Bluffs
13.8%
Town of Hanover
0.0%
Total
100.0%
* of 80 respondents living in Grey County
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Length of Time Living in Grey County:
Length of Time
Less than a year
1 – 2 years
3 – 5 years
6 – 10 years
11 – 25 years
More than 25 years
Total

% of Responses
1.3%
6.4%
6.4%
12.8%
25.6%
47.4%
100.0%

Total

% of Responses
2.7%
29.3%
44.0%
17.3%
6.7%
100.0%

Total

% of Responses
89.6%
3.9%
6.5%
100.0%

Household Income Range:
Household Income Range
$0 - $25,000
$25,000 - $50,000
$50,000 - $100,000
$100,000 – $150,000
Over $150,000

Access to a Vehicle:
Access?
Yes
No
At certain times

Number of Times Visited Grey Roots in Last Year:
Frequency of Visit
None (0)
Once (1)
2 to 3 times
More than 3 times
Total

% of Responses
19.1%
29.2%
27.0%
24.7%
100.0%

Total

% of Responses
12.2%
7.8%
33.3%
14.4%
16.7%
5.6%
10.0%
100.0%

Average Number of Times Visited Grey Roots:
Frequency of Visit
Many times a year (10+)
Several times a year (5 – 9)
A few times a year (2 to 4)
Once a year
Once or twice every few years
Rarely
I have never actually visited
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Use of Services Provided by Grey Roots:
Frequency of Visit
To see an in-house exhibit
Came to a special event or program
Visited Moreston Heritage Village
To see a summer rental exhibit
Accessed the Archives
Came to the spring / fall lecture series
Came for tourist information
Other

% of Responses
80.3%
74.1%
71.6%
33.3%
16.1%
13.6%
12.4%
13.4%

Ways of Using Grey Roots:
Frequency of Visit
As a visitor
As a volunteer
As a member
Bring child / children to Kid’s Camp
As a researcher
As a teacher who brings school
groups
Other

% of Responses
88.9%
18.5%
18.5%
16.1%
8.6%
3.7%
14.8%

Rating of Experience at Grey Roots:
Aspect of the Experience

Initial greeting and admission
Quality of the exhibits in
galleries
Quality of the village experience
Quality of tour experience
The visit as a learning
experience
The visit as a social experience
The visit as an entertainment
experience
Friendliness and expertise of
staff and volunteers

Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neither
Satisfied or
Dissatisfied

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

Can’t Say /
Don’t Know

77.9%

14.3%

5.2%

0.0%

1.3%

1.3%

49.4%

39.0%

2.6%

3.9%

1.3%

3.9%

62.3%
35.6%

18.2%
24.7%

3.9%
4.1%

1.3%
1.4%

1.3%
1.4%

13.0%
32.9%

61.8%

31.6%

2.6%

0.0%

1.3%

2.6%

44.2%

28.6%

18.2%

1.3%

1.3%

6.5%

41.3%

40.0%

12.0%

2.7%

1.3%

2.7%

77.9%

15.6%

1.3%

0.0%

1.3%

3.9%
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What sorts of stories should Grey Roots be telling? (Content Analysis of Open-Ended Comments)
Theme Mentioned
Social history of Grey County; Orange Lodge; early families and
personalities
Stories of early settlement
First Nations; pre-contact history
Ships, waterways, transportation
Show the connection between Grey County and the history of the
rest of Canada
Black history; underground railroad

Number of Mentions
20
19
11
6
4
4

What artifacts should be collected to help tell these stories? (Content Analysis of Open-Ended Comments)
Theme Mentioned
Local family history; photographs; journals
Aboriginal artifacts
Locally-manufactured; made in Grey County
Artefacts used in local manufacturing and industry
Artefacts that help to tell the stories of the County
Hands-on artifacts that people can touch
Oral and video histories of key residents
Antiques
Single mention: faith community artifacts and records
Single mention: train-related artifacts
Single mention: official records
Single mention: local art works (local artists)

Number of Mentions
9
6
4
4
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1

What time periods should be represented at Grey Roots? (Content Analysis of Open-Ended Comments)
Theme Mentioned
All time periods, from first peoples to now
19th and 20th Centuries
From first contact / early colonization to present
Before 100 years ago
Focus on pre-contact times

Number of Mentions
27
5
3
3
2
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New exhibits, programs or events that respondents would like to see at Grey Roots? (Content Analysis of Open-Ended
Comments)
Theme Mentioned

Number of Mentions

More child-friendly events
5
First Nations
4
Natural history of the area
3
Single mention: more joint activities with other museums
throughout the County; involve the south part of the County to a
2
greater degree
Black history
2
History of medicine in the County
2
Crafts in the County: quilting
2
More buildings in the Village: Orange Lodge
2
Single mention: mills
1
Single mention: evolution of roads and highways
1
Single mention: women of Grey County
1
Single mention: courses and workshops in period activities
1
Single mention: more hands-on demos
1
Single mention: more for youth (teens)
1
Single mention: Victorian pharmacy
1
Single mention: steam show; farm demonstration
1
Single mention: local artists
1
Single mention: oral histories
1
Single mention: newspapers and local media
1
Want would you like to see in the lobby area? (Content Analysis of Open-Ended Comments)
Theme Mentioned

Number of Mentions

OK as it is
More food service: café, snacks, drinks
Expanded gift shop area; more locally produced arts and crafts for
sale
Displays of local artwork
Vintage old cars; a firetruck
Visible storage area
Single mention: less of a store
Single mention: keep model of the Village current
Single mention: interactive exhibits
Single mention: activities for kids
Single mention: comfortable seating

9
6
4
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
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The Grey County Gallery is in need of refreshment. What would you like to see in this space? (Content Analysis of OpenEnded Comments)
Theme Mentioned
More interactive / hands-on exhibits
Like the space the way it is now – just needs a minor overhaul
Don’t know / not sure what the Grey County Gallery is
Use some of this space to expand the retail and food service
areas
Display showing the history of all the towns and villages in the
County
Single mention: display more artifacts
Single mention: greater multimedia presence
Single mention: timeline on the floor

Number of Mentions
5
4
4
3
2
1
1
1

What other buildings would you like to see in Moreston Village? (Content Analysis of Open-Ended Comments)
Theme Mentioned
General store
First Nations area
Church
Inn
Single mention: display Vintage newspaper office
Single mention: fire hall
Single mention: mill
Single mention: heritage farm
Single mention: post office
Single mention: more animals
Single mention: court house / registry office / town hall
Single mention: pharmacy
Single mention: outhouse

Number of Mentions
17
5
5
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

In addition to heritage demonstrators in Moreston, how else can we tell the stories of Grey County? (Content Analysis of
Open-Ended Comments)
Theme Mentioned
Theatre / dramatic presentations / improv
Photography / slide shows / videos
Storytellers / demonstrations
Interactive exhibits
Guest speakers – stories from personal experience
Books
Single mention: greater use of social media
Single mention: travelling exhibits and outreach

Number of Mentions
7
7
3
2
2
2
1
1
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What is your sense of the level of community awareness of Grey Roots? (Content Analysis of Open-Ended Comments)
Theme Mentioned
Low levels of awareness across the board in the County / most
residents have never been
Awareness is pretty good – interest may be low
Awareness is good in Owen Sound – lower elsewhere in the
County
Lack of public transit access inhibits visiting
Awareness slowly growing over time
Single mention: appeals to mostly an older demographic
Single mention: more effective use of social media needed
Single mention: lack of perceived value
Single mention: affordability issues may be a barrier

Number of Mentions
9
6
3
3
3
1
1
1
1

Suggested methods of increasing awareness and interest (Content Analysis of Open-Ended Comments)
Theme Mentioned
More outreach – booth at community events / farmer’s markets,
etc.
More local advertising – especially in the summer
More free passes / free days / discount coupons
Greater social media coverage
More family activities and events
Continue working with schools
Single mention: lower admission price
Single mention: encourage more rentals and group use
Single mention: hold more high profile fundraising events
Single mention: live music events to attract new visitors
Single mention: provide information included in tax and hydro bills
Single mention: promote family memberships
Single mention: encourage positive word-of-mouth

Number of Mentions
6
6
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5
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